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Abstract 

This research delves into a strategic approach to optimize digital marketing campaigns, mainly focusing 

on Facebook Lead generation. The primary challenges involved integrating audience data from Google 

Analytics and proprietary Machine Learning models with Facebook's advertising platform. The solution 

approach entailed a seamless integration of Facebook Pixel and Click ID data into Google Analytics, 

followed by sophisticated data processing and audience segmentation in BigQuery. The key objective was 

to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of Facebook campaigns by utilizing advanced lead-scoring 

models for more accurate audience targeting. This strategy significantly reduced Cost Per Lead (CPL), 

demonstrating the effectiveness of cross-platform data integration and analytics in enhancing digital 

marketing campaign performance. 
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Introduction 

 

In this research, an organization experienced in using Google Ads and DV360 for its remarketing 

campaigns sought to expand its marketing efforts to Facebook. These initial platforms were chosen for 

their user-friendliness and effectiveness in targeting audiences. Its vast user base and diverse advertising 

formats motivated the expansion into Facebook. 

The primary challenge during this transition was integrating audiences sourced from Google Analytics 

(GA) and proprietary Machine Learning (ML) models. While these audiences were effectively utilized on 

Google's platforms, their transfer to Facebook posed unique difficulties. 

Key Challenges Faced: 

 

Platform Compatibility: Integrating audiences within Google's ecosystem was straightforward, but 

replicating this with Facebook highlighted compatibility issues between the data formats and audience 

definitions of these distinct platforms. 

Data Privacy and Regulations: Transferring audience data between platforms requires carefully navigating 

complex data privacy laws and adhering to platform-specific regulations to maintain data integrity and 

compliance. 
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Technical Limitations and Requirements: Understanding and adapting to Facebook's advertising system, 

including its technical requirements and limitations, was necessary, especially in creating and optimizing 

custom audiences. 

Adaptation of Audience Segmentation Strategies: Aligning audience segmentation strategies with 

Facebook's capabilities was essential. This involved redefining targeting criteria and exploring native 

tools on Facebook for audience creation. 

The organization employed innovative thinking to address these challenges, including: 

 

Developing New Integration Solutions: Creating custom solutions or using third-party tools for 

transferring and adapting audience data from GA and ML models to Facebook's format. 

Redefining Targeting Approaches: Modifying marketing strategies to align with Facebook's advertising 

platform's capabilities and best practices. 

Ensuring Compliance and Data Integrity: Managing the complexities of data privacy laws and platform 

policies to securely and compliantly transfer audience data. 

This research highlights the complexities and creative solutions needed to integrate different digital 

marketing platforms. The organization's approach underscores the need for flexibility, technical savvy, 

and strategic adaptation in digital advertising. 

Goals and Approach: 

 

Goals: 

Optimizing Facebook Lead Generation Campaigns: The primary goal was to improve the efficiency and 

effectiveness of Facebook Lead generation campaigns, focusing on refining targeting strategies and 

enhancing ROI. 

Utilizing Audiences from Lead Scoring Models: The objective was to use sophisticated segmentation 

provided by Lead Scoring models to target audiences on Facebook Ads accurately. 

Approach: 

Integrating Facebook Cookie Data with Google Analytics and BigQuery involved passing it to Google 

Analytics and BigQuery and amalgamating it with other marketing data to gain a comprehensive 

understanding of user behaviour. 

Utilizing Scored Data in BigQuery for Facebook Campaigns: Scored and processed data in BigQuery was 

then used in the Facebook dashboard, enabling the creation of refined audiences and optimizing Facebook 

Lead generation campaigns. 

This research outlines a strategic approach that integrates data across platforms to optimize digital 

marketing campaigns. Advanced analytics models, combined with the capabilities of Google Analytics 

and BigQuery, provided a robust framework for enhancing the targeting and performance of Facebook 

Ads campaigns. Emphasizing data-driven strategies is crucial for achieving efficient and effective digital 

advertising results. 
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Solution Approach 

The objective of this solution was to optimize the Cost Per Lead (CPL) for Facebook campaigns through 

a sophisticated integration of data from Facebook into the Google Analytics ecosystem, followed by using 

BigQuery (BQ) for advanced audience segmentation and targeting. 

Critical Steps in the Solution Approach: 

Integration of Facebook and Google Analytics Data: The initial step involved passing Facebook Pixel 

(fbp) and Facebook Click (fbc) ID data into Google Analytics. This integration was critical for tracking 

and analyzing Facebook user interactions within a broader digital marketing framework. 

Data Flow to BigQuery: The enriched data from Google Analytics, containing insights on Facebook 

interactions, was then transferred to BigQuery. BigQuery's data warehousing capabilities enabled efficient 

handling and complex analysis of this large volume of data. 

Audience Mapping with Lead Scoring: In BigQuery, Facebook user data was mapped against scored 

audiences derived from Lead Scoring models. This process categorized Facebook users into groups based 

on their likelihood to engage or convert, facilitating precise targeting. 

Creation and Utilization of Facebook Audiences: The segmented audience lists were imported into the 

Facebook ecosystem. This allowed for more effective targeting using Facebook's advertising tools, 

leveraging these refined campaign audience segments. 

Optimization of CPL and Campaign Performance: This data-driven approach created targeted and 

effective Facebook campaigns, leading to an optimized CPL. The movements were now able to reach 

audiences more likely to convert, as indicated by the insights derived from the data. 

This solution showcases the innovative use of cross-platform data integration and analytics to improve 

campaign targeting and efficiency. Combining data from Facebook and Google Analytics and processing 

it through tools like BigQuery generated actionable insights for more effective digital marketing, resulting 

in improved CPL and overall campaign performance on Facebook. 

Results: 

 

In this analysis, the analytics team played a crucial role in enhancing the effectiveness of their client's 

marketing campaigns, focusing on comparing and reducing the CPL for various advertising strategies. 

Key Outcomes and Comparisons: 

Comparative Analysis of Campaigns: The team compared the CPL for the client's Always-On Campaigns 

against those employing lead-scoring techniques during the same period, particularly in June. This 

analysis was vital to assess the impact of these strategies on campaign efficiency and cost-effectiveness. 

Reduction in CPL for Lead Scoring Campaigns: Campaigns incorporating Lead Scoring techniques saw a 

significant reduction in CPL, with a decrease of 39%. This reduction suggests that Lead Scoring provided 

a more refined and accurate segmentation of potential customers, enhancing targeting precision and 

efficiency and reducing the costs associated with acquiring new leads. 

These results emphasize the effectiveness of integrating advanced analytics and data-driven strategies in 

digital marketing campaigns. Utilizing sophisticated models like Lead Scoring, the team significantly 

enhanced the cost efficiency of the client's campaigns. The substantial reduction in CPL highlights the 
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potential for notable cost savings and the value of employing data and analytics to refine marketing 

strategies. 

Conclusion 

The findings from this research underscore the transformative impact of integrating and analyzing data 

across multiple digital marketing platforms. The team successfully optimized campaign performance by 

harnessing the strengths of Google Analytics, BigQuery, and Facebook's advertising capabilities, notably 

reducing the CPL. The strategic use of Lead Scoring models for audience segmentation proved pivotal in 

achieving higher efficiency and effectiveness in Facebook advertising campaigns. This approach 

highlights the potential of data-driven strategies in digital marketing, offering valuable insights for 

organizations looking to enhance their online advertising ROI and campaign effectiveness. 
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